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Troubled Lands Debrief Ideas 
 
These are a few suggested questions you can ask players and ideas you may want to mention 
in post-game debrief discussions. 
 
 
Q: What did you think about while playing Troubled Lands? 
 
 
 
Q: How did you feel as you played?   

 
For Groups that play all three versions, ask for across all three: the competitive, the 
collaborative, and independent versions) You can also ask : Did you feel at all torn in 
your decision making? 

 
 
 
Q: What did you do as you played Troubled Lands? 
 

For groups that played all three, ask How did your play change in each of the three 
 versions?   
 
 
 
Q: What in real life does Troubled Lands make you think about? 
 
 
 
Q: As you played, did you help others or not? – what guided your decision? 
 

Out of caring, fairness, self-preservation, justice, group/team spirit, because someone or 
an authority asked you to, because something was beautiful or sacred, something else? 

 
 
 
Q : When do you help others in real life?    
 

Would you give someone else your lunch money?  when when not? 
A close friend?  A stranger?   What if you didn't have much money or you had a lot? 

 
 
 
Q: Did changing the rules across the three versions influence what happened in the 
game?   Did you try to help others win more or less?    
 
 
 
Q: What situations in life are like competitions?  
 

e.g. players might say war 
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Q: What situations in life are like collaborative games? 
 

e.g. players might say team work or a group of doctors working to save a person's life 
 
 
 

Q: What situations in life are neither like team work or war?    
 

Here if players don't have ideas talk about the relationships at climate change debates 
like Kyoto or Copenhagen, or even how most people treat each other - go back to how 
people act when deciding if they will donate to a cause or share their lunch money. Also 
mention neighborly interactions. 

 
 
 
Q: How were resources distributed in the game?  
 

Did it seem equal or were some players getting more?    
 
 
 
Q: how should goods be distributed in real life?   

 
You can bring up the topic of Distributive Justice – how should goods be distribued? 
What is the best way to figure out who gets what stuff?  
Should there be interventions or rules to define who gets what? 

 
 
 
Q: How did your group make decisions?  What role did each player take in making decisions?  
Was anyone left out?  

 
When you played how did the group make a decision - was there a discussion or did 
people just make actions? - did some people have stronger voices?  who?  why?  was 
power something that influenced decision making?  did some players make threats? 

 
 
 
Q: How should important political decisions be made in real life?   
  
 Who should make important decisions that affect society?  
 What decisions should be regulated by government and which shouldn’t? 
 What qualities make for a great leader? 

You can discuss Organizational Justice - how should ideas be made?   
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Q: Did anyone make a personal sacrifice or help someone at your own expense?  Why or 
why not? 
 
 Follow up question: should people be required to help others? 
 What is your personal responsibility to your neighbors? 
 
 
 
Q: When you played did you work to make things equal?   How?  
 

In the game some players can score more points than others. Many players base 
equality on equal end points but many others base it on taking the same number of 
turns, which results in some players with many more points.  Other groups may let each 
player act freely – a libertarian idea. 
 

 
 
Q: What is more important and fair in real life – distribuing weath so everyone has an equal 
amount in the end, giving everyone getting equal chances even if some have advantages 
starting off, or everyone having complete freedom to do whatever they want? 
 

Point out that some people have starting advantages that others do not.  So equal 
opportunity is not the same as equal ending.  Discuss the difference between socialism 
and libertariansim by referring to freedmom of choice and required contributions to public 
goods. 
 
 

 
Q: Was there any inequality in the game? 

 
Spell out how in the game one player had a lot of power and points (who was it - most 
students might say the Farmer, but answers might differ).  Look for players to talk about 
how the Farmer has a lot of options but the Lumberjack may be likely to hold the group 
hostage to demands and have little choice not to.  Be open to a variety of options, but 
look for them to say Rancher felt they needed to work with the Farmer.   Point out that 
the Lumberjack is without many options.   Just like developing nations or energy 
companies that depend on coal for energy, the Lumberjack is in need of trees, which is 
not good for the environment. 

 
 
 
Q: If you played Troubled Lands again, what might you do differently? 
 
 
 
 
Q: What did you learn? 
 
 
 
Q: When in your life might it be helpful to think about your experience with Troubled Lands? 
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Q: How does the ecological situation in Troubled Lands related to the ecological situation in 
real life? 
 
 You can discuss the tragedy of the commons and irreversible ecological collapse.  
 Do some nations like India and China have the right to  
 
 
 
Q: What non-ecological situations in real life feel similar to the situation in Troubled Lands? 
 

Look for answers about inequality, neighborly interactions, members of a family who 
need to work together to keep a house clean, etc. 

 
 
 
Q: How might you change Troubled Lands to make it more like real life? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
An excellent sequel to Troubled Lands is Civic Mirror.  
 
 
You may also find it useful to know the Inspiration behind Troubled Lands : 
 
    Troubled Lands – and in particular the independent goals version of Troubled Lands – is 
designed as an abstract simulation of political and ecological debates, such as those around 
climate change, water use, resource access, etc.   
    Representing the goals that nations and other political entities have is a major challenge 
when designing a game to simulate ecological debates.  In these debates, leaders from each 
nation are free to make sacrifices that help other nations or that protect the environment, but 
they are not required to do so, thus the situation is not purely collaborative.  Leaders can also 
try to outperform or compete with other nations, but this is also not required for success, thus 
the situation is not purely competitive.  Yet, no matter what, leaders must do as well as they can 
to leverage their nations’ unique strengths and interests, and they must outperform any 
opposing political leaders in their own country, the people they will need to face in a future 
election.  Thus, when designing a game about ecological debates, it does not make sense to 
represent this situation as either a collaborative or a competitive game, because leaders at 
ecological debates can succeed or fail independently of everyone else at the debate and 
because nations have vastly different strengths and interests.  It does make sense, however to 
represent this situation as one in which some, all, or none of the players can win, and in which 
all the players are compared to a counterpart with the exact same abilities. This is the situation 
presented in the independent goals version of Troubled Lands.  
    To simulate the experience and feeling of being a leader in an ecological political debate, we 
needed to make a game in which players try to do their personal best and strive to attain a 
threshold that feels like the win/loss of an election.  For this we needed a game in which players 
were not competing for a zero-sum victory (as in war), collaborating to attain a common goal (as 
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with team efforts), trying to locate a hidden traitor (as with espionage situations), or trying to 
compete for a pool of economic rewards (as with corporate competition and economic 
gain).  Having players compete with a counterpart in another group solved this issue.  In this 
abstract representation, the counterpart from the other group represents a leader from an 
opposing political party in that politician’s own nation. 
    In addition to simulating the feel of an ecological debate, we wished to illustrate both how it is 
possible to trigger an ecological collapse that can harm everyone and how it is possible to suffer 
economically even if the ecosystem is sustained.  Similar to ecological debates, loss for all 
players in the game is guaranteed if individual selfishness leads to the destruction of common 
resources, a phenomenon known as the tragedy of the commons.  However, individual loss is 
ensured if players do not protect their own individual interests by acquiring an adequate amount 
of resources.  This means that the extremes of pure self-interest and pure altruism are likely to 
fail in the game.  It also means that players are likely to experience tension as they balance the 
multiple motivations of altruism, ecological sustainability, and self-interest. 
    Further, we wanted to simulate how it is difficult for leaders to arrive at consensus when 
nations have different special interests and abilities.  To present this situation, the game 
contains asymmetries and inequalities that are a representation of the difference between the 
first and the third worlds – the rich and the poor – the oppressor and the oppressed, as a way to 
allow players to feel the tension between haves and have-nots.  A by-product of including these 
differences is often that players have strong and varied moral claims.  The values in the game 
(such as how much each player can plant and harvest) have been chosen so that players will 
have a difficult time arriving at an in-game definition of equality.  These values have also been 
chosen to make it difficult for players to coordinate their actions and arrive at a steady state, a 
state of equilibrium in which players simply repeat the same patterns of actions. 
    The theme of the game could have been many things: for example, a house shared amongst 
multiple people or a corporation in which various divisions strive to meet goals using limited 
resources. The farming theme was chosen so the game would be more accessible to a wider 
audience, not as an attempt to precisely represent actual farming situations.  The erosion 
element (the dice roll) in the game was kept random so that players would be able to debate the 
risk and uncertainty of the future – much as policy makers and skeptics debate the degree to 
which climate change will impact our own environment. 
    Several academic papers have been written on Troubled Lands.  One illustrates the 
difference between collaborative, competitive, and independent game states. Another explores 
the modification of the game to represent second-order delayed effects (which are seen in 
climate change). Finally a thesis is in production analyzing the diversity of moral claims made 
during game play.  These papers and materials for the game can be found 
at www.troubledlansds.com. 
    We continue to design games about politics and sustainability and invite your suggestions 
and comments.  We can be reached at tom.fennewald@gmail.com and bkievitk@umail.iu.edu. 


